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GREEK NATIONAL TOURISM ORGANISATION

Τhe Greek National Tourism Organisation (GNTO), founded 
in 1929 and re-established in 1950, is a Public Entity (PE) 
under the supervision of the Ministry of Tourism. Its mission 
is to develop and promote the Greek tourism product 
through the implementation of promotional tourism cam-
paigns in Greece, and abroad with the help of the extensive 
network of GNTO offices in foreign countries. With its vast 
experience and expertise and its large network of associ-
ates and stakeholders within as well as beyond the Greek 
borders, GNTO has always played a crucial part in the 
national effort for a cost-effective and efficient promotion 
of Greece for what it is: a unique and amazing destination. 
GNTO is a member of UNWTO and ETC.





REGION OF CENTRAL MACEDONIA

The Region of Central Macedonia is the second largest 
Greek region and is located in the central northern part of 
Greece. It is one of the thirteen regional administrations 
of the country and has a population of 1,9m inhabitants. It 
consists of seven regional units (Imathia, Kilkis, Pieria, Pel-
la, Halkidiki, Serres and Thessaloniki) and 38 municipalities. 
It is the land where the sun and the sea, the history of Alex-
ander the Great, the highest mountain of Greece Olympus 
and the most beautiful Mediterranean coasts especially in 
Halkidiki and Pieria march together inseparably. 
Thessaloniki is the capital of the Region, a strong tourist, 
economic, commercial and industrial centre, which due to 
its own dynamic international role is ideal for city break vis-
its and is considered as the metropolis of the Balkan area, 
as well as a considerable conference, exhibition, gastrono-
my and marketing centre. 
The recently upgraded “Macedonia” International Airport, 
the second largest airport in Greece, is located 14 km from 
the city of Thessaloniki and serves over 4 million passen-
gers annually.
The port of Thessaloniki is one of the largest seaports in the 
Eastern Mediterranean, is the gateway Port to the Balkans 
and the south-east Europe and also cruise home port.
The Region brings together all those conditions to turn into 
a strong European and international tourist destination. It 
can seize all its resources, such as history, gastronomy, 
market, natural resources, entertainment, luxury-accom-
modation, etc, in order to achieve not just seasonal but 
continuous (year-round) tourism. 
The Region of Central Macedonia is the place that the 
visitors will adore and come back again and again in order 
to Do Something Great.





REGION OF IONIAN ISLANDS

Ionian Islands, a charming destination for all seasons

There are many reasons to discover the Ionian Islands at 
any given time. All the islands, whether large – Kerkyra 
(Corfu), Paxi, Zakynthos (Zante), Kefalonia, Lefkada, Ithaki 
– or small – Meganisi, Kalamos, Kastos, Othoni, Erikousa, 
Mathraki – are part of a dream-like tourist destination.
They are unique locations which combine nature and cul-
tural identity with deep historical roots that leave their mark 
to any visitor. These diverse islands combine the Greek 
spirit with the Venetian, French and English influence. You 
can enjoy the wonderful beaches, quiet or lively ambience, 
cosmopolitan life or authentic traditional villages. During 
your stay you will also discover high-level artistic events and 
unforgettable culinary creations





GREEK BREAKFAST

Imagine waking up under the Greek sun, while on an island 
escape, nature adventure or City Break, to a delicious 
breakfast buffet of local specialties at a hospitable table.
The “Greek Breakfast” welcomes guests at hotels in every 
corner of Greece to savor the flavors and aroma of purely 
Greek products and regional breakfast delicacies.
You’ll enjoy a taste of local culinary tradition that, not only 
travels your senses, but inspires discovery of regional cul-
tural heritage, local products and fruits of the earth.
What better way to start your day…
The “Greek Breakfast” is the inspiration of the Hellenic 
Chamber of Hotels to connect the gastronomical wealth 
of the country with the Greek hotel guest experience.  The 
“Greek Breakfast” promotes the regional culinary heritage 
of Greece in a program formulated to highlight local spe-
cialties and products.
Managed by the Hellenic Chamber of Hotels, the “Greek 
Breakfast” is an innovative and highly- structured program 
requiring strict adherence to well-defined specifications by 
participating hotels to ensure quality and authenticity.  For the 
guest, it is an opportunity to discover the culinary and cultural 
heritage of a preferred destination. Guests can choose from 
an array of traditional dishes “on the spot” gaining firsthand 
knowledge of local products and culinary customs.
The “Greek Breakfast” showcases many of the Greek 
products at the heart of the mediterranean diet. The bread, 
rusks, olive oil, olives, yoghurt, honey and fresh fruit create 
the basis of the “Greek Breakfast”.
Every region of Greece, depending on the climatic condi-
tions, the soil, products and the historical interchange of its 
inhabitants, has formed a particular gastronomic culture 
and local cuisine.  The “Greek Breakfast’ welcomes guests 
to get to know and enjoy the customary breakfast spe-
cialties of the diverse regions of Greece.





MUNICIPALITY OF RETHYMNO

Rethymno all-year-round
In the heart of the island of Crete, embraced by Mount 
Psiloritis and the White Mountains, Rethymno is one of Eu-
rope’s best-preserved Renaissance settlements. A cultural 
crossroads, a superb natural environment, special architec-
ture, unique hospitality, and infinite entertainment options 
are the elements that makeup Rethymno’s multidimen-
sional identity. With the walls of Fortezza Castle dominating 
over the magnificent Old Town, Rethymno combines the 
Venetian romance with the needs of the modern visitor. In 
the historic center, visit the Rimondi Fountain, the Venetian 
harbor with its signature Lighthouse, and the picturesque 
Loggia, one of the city’s oldest buildings. History may be 
present everywhere in Rethymno. The Museum of Αncient 
Eleutherna http://en.mae.com.gr/museum.html and the 
Museum of Contemporary Art https://www.cca.gr/home.
html offer a charming journey to the city’s long history as if 
time has never passed.
Its outstanding natural wealth will impress the nature enthu-
siasts: imposing canyons, beautiful caves, stone bridges, 
rare species of fauna and flora, authentic mountain villages, 
unique walking and cycling routes complete the picture of 
Rethymno’s inland. The outdoor adventure is totally acces-
sible for all, the only thing you need to do is to pick the trails 
and itineraries that best suit you!
Thanks to its award-winning beaches, Rethymno is an 
ideal destination for summer vacations. On the north shore 
with its sandy, organized beaches you can find some of 
the biggest and most luxurious hotels in the country. The 
12 km sandy beach stretches along the east side of the 
town, where every year 180 Caretta caretta sea turtles 
nest. The southern coast hosts some of the most beautiful, 
untouched exotic beaches of Crete. 
Νot to be missed: the Carnival of Rethymno, a period of 
extensive carnival activities, leading up to the Grand Parade 
with the participation of 15,000 people www.rethymnocar-
nival.gr. The Cretan Diet Festival promotes awarded Cretan 

products, offers food and wine seminars, and hosts many cul-
tural events www.cretandietfestival.gr. The Renaissance Festival 
blends integrity and durability over 28 years of its presence. It 
is considered to be one of a kind in the Mediterranean region, a 
meeting point for local and international artists and performers 
www.rfr.gr.

Experience Rethymno’s vibrant rhythm and get to know the locals, 
known for their warm hospitality and spiritual authenticity. Visit 
Rethymno for a memorable holiday experience all-year-round! 

For more info visit www.rethymno.guide





MED-PROFESSIONALS 

Med-Professionals consists of 2000 specialist doctors of all specialties and subspecialties, with a leading role in the pro-
motion of medical tourism, which aims to make Greece the most competitive, golden destination for health travelers.
 
Medical Tourism continues to increase in popularity in Greece, due to the many benefits that are associated with receiving 
medical treatment in the sunny climate of our country.

Greece is particularly known for its specialised medical procedures relating cosmetic reconstruction as well as its dental 
treatments. Another popular medical tourism procedure in Greece is Vitro Fertilization (IVF). This treatment is popular, 
particularly for its high success rates, the affordable prices and the quality of the follow-up care provided by clinics across 
the country. Greece, offers fantastic option for medical tourists with low waiting time at the most affordable prices. 

We have already formed the pricing packages for medical services and operations offered to patients / visitors, according 
to the international insurance data. We can build tailor made packages, combining rehabilitation with recreation accord-
ing health travelers’ needs (medical practice, hospital fees, travel expenses, accommodation, tours, renumeration tour 
operator). 

Our target is to attract high quality visitors, actively seeking information and consultation on medical treatment in Greece.

www.med-professionals.gr





MIDEAST TRAVEL WORLDWIDE

Mideast Travel Worldwide is an award-winning group of 
companies operating in the travel and tourism industry for 
39 years.
It all started back in 1983 in Athens, when the Mousbeh 
family decided to create a travel agency to cater for the 
special and exclusive needs of travelers in Greece and the 
world.
Starting with passion as a 4-member family business year 
after year the company achieved to evolve dynamically, ex-
pand its activities worldwide, optimize the quality of services 
offered, increase its customer base and grow powerfully 
with a strong 50- member team.
Today Mideast Travel is listed among the top travel provid-
ers in Greece The company offers a variety of travel services 
from vacation and individual packages to luxury tourism, 
planning of Meetings, Incentives, Congress Events, busi-
ness travel and destination management.
The group of companies is awarded as “ Europe’s Greece’s 
Leading Destination Management Company 2021 and as 
“Greece’s Leading Travel Management Company 2021 by 
the World Travel Awards Moreover, Mideast Travel World-
wide won the title of Greece’s Best MICE Organizer 2021 
Mideast Travel Worldwide offers its services from its Head 
Office in Athens and from its branch in Istanbul.

What is more, since 2016 the company is the Official Partner 
of BCD Meetings Events in Greece.

Facts-Figures
5.259.820 travelers  handled 
50 employees
118 companies  trust our  services
36 awards
39 years of  history

Services
Business Travel
Leisure Travel
M.I.C.E.
Destination Management
Online B2B Booking system
Luxury-Concierge Services
Luxury Fleet of Cars
Weddings-Events




